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Serial position effects for tonal stimuli*
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Serial position effects for tones were studied in a recognition memory experiment. The S was given a stimulus list
consisting 01' several tone bursts followed by a number 01' test tones. Accuracy 01' recognition 01' stimulus items as a
function 01' input position followed the c1assical bowed serial position curve. Memory strength was a monotonically
decreasing function 01' position in the test list. The da ta were fitted with a strength theory model 01' memory. The fit
yielded decay parameters corresponding to stimulus- and response-induced interference, which were comparable to the
parameters reported for meaningful verbal material.

Memory for pitch has been extensively examined over
the last few years (for a review, see Massaro, 1970,
1972a). This work has focused principally on measuring
the time course of memory decay in the delayed
cornp ar iso n experiment. In this psychophysical
procedure, S is required to determine if the standard and
comparison tones are the same or different. These
studies show that memory strength decays exponentially
as the number and duration of interpolated tones is
increased (Wickelgren, 1969).

Investigations of memory for pitch have measured
only interference produced by stimulus events.
Response-induced output interference produced in the
retrieval process has not been systematically
investiga ted. That interference with memory for pitch
can be produced in the retrieval process is apparent from
data obtained using an absolute judgment paradigm. In
Pollack's (1952) c1assic investigation of absolute
identification of pitch and in the more recent work of
W. Siegel (1972), observers were asked to identify tones
selected from sets of five, seven, or nine frequencies.
Siegel has shown that the presence of a single
interpolated tone severely degrades pitch recognition. In
marked contrast to Siegel's results, several investigations
of frequency discrimination in the presence of another
tone have shown that the presence of a single
interpolated tone produces minimal interference
(Massaro, 1972b; Leshowitz & Cudahy, 1973). One
explanation of the discrepant findings is that
response-induced interference associated with
identification of the interpolated tone in absolute
judgment is responsible for the large performance
decrement.

The primary aim of the present investigation was to
separate the effects of stimulus-induced interference
from the effects of response-induced interference in
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memory for pitch. In order to quantify the difference,
Norman and Waugh's (1968) model of shart-term
memory was applied to serial position data obtained
with tonal stimuli.

A second aim was to determine whether or not
c1assical primacy and recency effects characterizing
verbal learning also obtain when the stimulus items are
unidimensional sensory stimuli. Recently, Martin and
Melton (1970) demonstrated that the rate of forgetting
of nonsense syllabIes is inversely proportional to rated
meaningfulness. From these data, it is reasonable to
suppose that tones may be even more difficult to store.
Consequently, one might expect to find highly unusual
serial position effects characterizing memory for pitch.
Recently, Siegel and Siegel (1972) have suggested that
forgetting exhibited in studies on absolute identification
of tonal stimuli and forgetting in paired associate
learning share a number of common memorial
mechanisms. The present work sought to provide
support for this assertion. In this effort, serial position
effects and interference effects characterizing memory
for pitch were contrasted with analogous effects
obtained with verbal material.

EXPERIMENT I

Method

An experimental trial consisted of an initial stimulus list
followed by a test list. In the first experiment, the stimulus list
consisted 01' eight pure tones (sine waves) ranging in frequency
from 250 to 1075 Hz; the test list contained five tones. All tones
were 800 msec in duration, with an intensity of 80 dB SPL.
Items in the stimulus list were presented at a rate 01' one every
2 sec. After a silent interval 01' 2.2 sec, the test items were
presented at a rate 01' one every 3 sec.

On the average, one-third 01' the test-list items were "old,"
that is, were presented in the original stimulus list. Two-thirds 01'
the test-list items were "new" and had not appeared in the
stimulus list. Ss were not informed 01' the apriori probabilities.
The S was required to determine whether each item in the test
list was "old" or "new."

Prior to each trial, a new ensemble consisting 01' 13
frequencies was computed. 01' the 13 frequencies, 8 were chosen
at random for inc1usion in the stimulus list. Five new tones were
then available for presentation in the test list.

The tonal stimuli were selected to be discriminably different.
The procedure used for computing aseries 01' tones
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Fig, I. Proportion of items correctly
recognized as a function of stimulus

• (left-hand curves) and test position
(right-hand curves) for the eight-tone
stimulus-list condition in Experiment I.
(Each point is based on 100 observations
and represents the average performance for
five 5s.)

discriminably different from each other is illustrated below.
First, an increment was computed using the formula increment =
(1000 - 250)/total, where total refers to the number of tones in
the combined test and stimulus Iists. Then a random number, R,
was chosen between one and increment. For example, in the first
experiment, in which the stimulus and test Iists consisted of
eight and five tones, respectively, total was 13. Tone I had a
frequency equal to 250 + increment + R. Tone 2 had a
frequency equal to 250 + (2 X increment) + R. This process was
continued for all 13 frequencies. For each ensemble of 13
frequencies, a new random number was chosen. Serial position in
the stimulus and test Iists was randomized for the 13 tones.

Apparatus

The tonal stimuli were genera ted digitally by a small
general-purpose computer. Tones were gated on and off at zero
crossings. The computer was also used to control the timing of
events within a trial and to record and analyze the data.

Subjects

Undergraduate music majors served as Ss and were paid $2/h.
Each was given three to five practice sessions, each session lasting
for 2 h. When S achieved a false alarm probability, proldtnew).
of less than .2 in the pitch recognition task, the experiment
proper was initiated. Data were collected for six experimental
sessions. On the average, each combination of stimulus- and
test-list position was tested 25 times.

Results

The results of the first experiment are shown in the
left-hand side of Fig. I, where the proportion of words
correctly recognized is plotted as a function of stimulus
position. Proportion correct recognition is averaged over
the first and second test positions for the upper curve
and over the third, fourth, and fifth test positions for
the lower curve. The data display a strong recency
effect; items near the end of the stimulus list are
remembered better than items in the middle of the list.
For Test Positions land 2, the results also suggest the
presence of a primacy effect, that is, items at the
beginning of the list are remembered better than those in
the middle.

Figure I also shows, on the right-hand side.
recognition as a function of test-list position. Here
relative frequency was averaged over Stimulus Positions

1-4 and 5-8 for the two curves. It can be seen that for
both early and late items in the stimulus list, recognition
is a decreasing function of test-list position. The
probability of a false alarm for the various test positions
was less than .2 and did not display any relationship to
test position.

Additional data on serial position effects for tones
were obtained in a second condition. Two stimulus tones
and one test tone were removed from the stimulus and
test lists. Thus, there were six stimulus tones and four
test tones. Except for the decrease in the size of the lists,
all procedures were identical to those employed in the
initial study.

The curves in the upper panel of Fig. 2 show memory
strength (d') scores as a function of stimulus-list position
for the six-tone stimulus-list condition. Recognition
scores were transformed into memory strength by
referring to tables of d' (Swets, 1964). In agreement
with the results obtained in the eight-tone condition, the
function relating memory strength and stimulus position
showed a pronounced recency effect. Memory strength
as a function of stimulus position for the initial
eight-tone stimulus condition are shown in the lower
panel of Fig, 2.

An analysis 01' variance für the mixed design, one
between-Ss and two within variables (Meyers, 1969),
was applied to the strength scores shown in Fig. 2. For
the six-tone stimulus-list condition, the main effccts of
stim ulus- and test-list position were significant
[F(2,36) = 15.85, p< .001 and F(I,18)=62.19.
p < .001]. The Stimulus- by Test-List Position
interaction was also significant [F(2,36) = 7.50.
p< .01]. Similarly, Ior the eight-tone condition, an
analysis of variance showed significant effects of
stimulus- and test-list position [F(3,45) = 29.31.
p< .0001 and F(I,15)= 112.09, p<.OOOI.
respectivelyI. A reliable Stimulus- by Test-List Position
effect was also obtained [F(3 ,45) = 5.87 .. p < .011 .

EXPERIMENT 11

Method

Serial position etfect« for tones wcre again invcstigatcd in a
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Fig. 2. Memory strength as a function of stirnulus-list position
for early and late stimulus items for the eight-tone stimulus-list
(lower curves) and six-tone stimulus-list (upper curves)
conditions in Experiment I. (The points were obtained by
averaging performance across stimulus and test positions, as
indicated. Each point is based on at least 200 observations and
represents the average performance of at least five Ss.)

second experiment. Experiment II was similar to Experiment I,
except that in order to prevent rehearsal of items during
presentation of thc stimulus list, three procedural changes were
introduced. First, the silent interval between successive tones in
the stimulus list was eliminated. In other words, the tones were
tied end to end. Sirnilar tonal sequences have recently been
ernployed by Warren and Obusek (\972) in several investigations
of perception of tem poral order. As a secend modifica tion, the
duration of each tone was shortened to 250 rnsec, that is, items
were presented at a rate of 4/sec. And third, in order to prevent
rehearsal of the final stimulus tone, the stirnulus list was
followed imrnediately by a 4000-Hz I-sec tone. As was the case
in Experiment I, a 2.2-sec interval separated the stimulus and
test lists, except here the interval contained a I-sec tone and a
1.2-sec silent period. All other procedures were the same as in
Ex periment I.
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Two conditions were ernploycd in Lxperiment 11: six stimulus
tones with four test tones and eight stimulus tones with five test
tones.

The results for the condition in which six stimulus
tones and four test tones were presented are shown in
Fig.3. For early testing (Test Positions 1 and 2),
primacy and recency effects were obtained. In marked
contrast to the serial position data collected in
Experiment I, primacy is much larger than recency.
Moreover, for Test Positions 3 and 4 (lower curve in the
left-hand side of Fig. 3), items at the end of the list were
recognized at a rate equal to that measured for items in
the middle of thelist. Items at the beginning of the list
were recognized best. Again we observe in the right
panel of Fig. 3 that items tested early are recognized
best.

The second condition in Experiment 11 was identical
in aIl respects to the six-stimulus tone condition, except
that eight stimulus tones and five test tones were
presented. Thc results are presented in the lower panel
of Fig. 4, where memory strength is plotted against
stimulus position. For purposes of comparison,
recognition scores for the six-tone no-gap condition
shown in Fig. 3 were converted to memory strength and
are plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 4. It can be seen
that the general trends noted above for the six-tone
no-gap condition also charucterize the results of the
eight-tone no-gap condition.

Of special interest is the observation that most Ss
reported that memorization of the eight-tone serial list
presented at the high rate was extremely difficult. Of the
six observers who served as Ss in one or more of the
previous experiments, four Ss could not attain better
than chance performance in the eight-tone no-gap
condition.': Thus, the data presented in the lower panel
of Fig.4 represents the average performance of two Ss.
An information overload (Miller, 1956) appears to be
implicated in the explanation of why some Ss could not
perform at greater than chance levels when the number
of tones in the stimulus ensemble was increased to eight.

An analysis of variance was conducted on the data

Results
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Fig. 3. Proportion of items correctly
recognized as a function of stimulus
(left-hand curves) and test (right-hand
curves) for the six-tone stimulus-list
condition in Experiment 11. (Each point is
based on 350 observations and represents
the average performance of six Ss.)
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experiments show a strong resemblance to the classical
serial position effects obtained with verbal material. For
the case in which the stimul us items were separated in
time, large recency and small prirnacy were noted.
Qualitatively, at least, these results closely resemble the
data obtained by Notman and Waugh (I968) for
recognition of one -syllable nouns und er very similar
conditions. In an effort to document this similarity, the
Norman and Waugh (1968) model was applied to the
present data .

Norman and Waugh's (1968) model for recognition
memory produces an asymptotic expression for memory
strength (M) as a function of stimulus positions (s), test
position (t), and length of list (L). That is,

(1)

Stimulus-List Parameters

where 1J and (J are decay parameters for stimulus and test
lists, respectively. The parameter o is initial strength in
primary or short-terrn memory and A is the asymptotic
value of memory strength for secondary or long-term
memory. Equation 1 was used to fit the data. First, hit
and false alarm rates were converted to memory strength
using tables of d' provided by E!liot (Swets, 1964). A
curve-fitting procedure called CURFIT was used to
estimate the parameters (Bevington, 1969). This
technique employs the method of steepest descent.
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The test- and stirnulus-Iist decay parameters, (J and 1jJ,
estimated for the present experiments and those of
Norman and Waugh are reported in Table 1. For both
our six- and eight-tone conditions in Experiment 11,
where the stimulus tones were presented end to end, the
stimulus-list forgetting parameters were approximately
unity. Large parameter values for stimulus decay
correspond to minimum interference produced by items
at the end of the stimulus list. The data from
Experiment I, in which temporal intervals separated the
stimul us tones, on the other hand, are characterized by a
greater rate of forgetting produced by stimulus items.

Taken together, the data obtained in the present The forgetting parameter for the six- and eight-tone

Table 1
Estimates of the Parameters of Equation 1

Fig. 4. Memory strength as a function of stimulus-Iist position
for early and late stimulus iterns for the eight-tone stimulus-Iist
(lower curves) and six-tone stimulus-list (upper curves)
conditions in Experiment 11. [The points were obtained by
averaging performance across stimulus and test positions, as
indicated. Each point is based on at least 360 observations and
represents the performance of six (six-tone list) and two
(eight·tone list) Ss.]

shown in Fig.4. The main effects of stimulus-list
position and test-list position for six- and eight-tone
stimulus-list conditions were statistica!ly significant
[F(2,36) = 5.91, p<.Ol; F(I,18)=44.06, p<.OOI;
F(3,18) =4.22, p< .05; and F(I,6) = 63.12, p< .001,
respectively] . However, in marked contrast to the results
of Experiment I, Stimulus- by Test-List Position
interactions did not attain significance for the six- and
eight-tone conditions [F(2,36) = 2.16, p>.l0 and
F(3,18) = 1.48, P > .25, respectively].

DISCUSSION

Asymptotic Initial Test- Stimulus-
Strength in Strength in List List
Secondary Primary Decay Decay

Condition Memory, "- Memory, 0< 8 <t>

Norman-Waugh (1968) Experiment I 1.20 3.95 .74 .74
Norman-Waugh (1968) Experiment II .68 4.31 .68 .83
Experiment I, Eight-Tone Gap* .4 3.39 .70 .84
Experiment I, Six-Tone Gap .41 2.71 .85 .84
Experiment 11, Six-Tone No-Gap .57 2.19 .53 1.10
Experiment 11, Eight-Tone No-Gap .45 2.86 .57 .98

"For this condition, l\ did not converge on a steady-state value. The original fit of a decreasing exponential function to the
memory-strength data actually yielded a negative value for the long-term memory parameter. The model was applied to the data
obtained in the eight-tone gap condition using an estimate of x of.4. which is the minimum value estimated for the other
three conditions as weil as the avetage memory strength measured [or the fifth test position in the eight-tone gap and eight
tone no-gap conditions.
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experiments is .84 and reflects the large recency
observed in Experiment I.

Test-List Parameters

Comparing the decay parameters corresponding to
test- and stimulus-list interference, we observe that
response-produced interference manifest in the test
phase of the experiment is greater than the interference
produced by stimulus items. In agreement with Norman
and Waugh's (1968) data for famiIiar verbal stimuli, for
the eight-tone condition of Experiment I, the estimate
of test-list decay is twice that measured for stimulus
interference. Test-list interference is approximately
equal to the stimulus decay parameter squared:
(.84)2 ~ .70. In other words, each test item produces
about two units of interference for each unit of decay
produced by a stimulus item.

A much greater disparity between test- and
stimulus-list interference was obtained for the no-gap
conditions of Experiment 11. Application of the Norman
and Waugh model yielded test-list decay parameters of
.53 and .57 for the six- and eight-tone conditions,
respectively. Note that the corresponding stimulus-list
parameters were approximately unity. Memory strength
for stimulus tones presented without separation is such
that retrieval of only a single tone produced enough
interference to cause almost complete forgetting of all
subsequent test items.

CONCLUSIONS

Serial postnon data for tonal stimuli obtained in
Experiment I are in good agreement with the serial
position effects characterizing memory for verbal
material. First, marked recency and some primacy were
obtained. Second, the graphs presentingrecognitionas a
function of test position decrease monotonically. Third,
the data indicate the combined effects of stimulus- and
response-induced interference in testing are twice as
large as the interference exerted by stimulus items alone.
However, preventing normal rehearsal processes during
memorization of the original list by removing silent
intervals between items, as in Experiment 11, produced a
relatively large primacy effect. In addition, under some
conditions, recency actually disappeared. This effect
may have been caused by the presentation of aI-sec
interpolated tone at the end of the stimulus list. A
simiIar effect has not previously been noted in studies
investigating memory for pitch. However, the present
finding bears a strong resemblance to the "suffix effect"
that has been reported in connection with investigations
of precategorical acoustic storage (Crowder & Morton,

1969). Finally, retrieval and comparison of sensory
images in the testing phase produced huge decrements in
subsequent recognition performance.
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NOTE

1. It should be noted that large individual differences in the
ability to identify tone frequencies have been reported in
previous invcstigations of memory for pitch. Siegel (1972) has
shown that identification accuracy as a function of retention
interval in an absolute judgment task varies greatly across Ss.
Massaro (J 972b) has shown similar effects in a recognition
masking experiment.
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